30 Easy Ways to Avoid Spiders for the Rest of Your Life

1. Live in a climate with long, cold winters.
2. **DO NOT** walk under trees or near loose plant material.
3. Eliminate all potential sources of spider prey from your home.
4. Teach your cat to eat spiders!
5. Inspect all food carefully before eating.
6. Inspect all shower stalls thoroughly before using.
7. Never place your hands where you cannot see them.
8. Avoid anything you suspect of being a web.
9. If you have encountered a web, **calmly** wave your hands around your head to avoid further entanglement.
10. Fumigate your car.
11. **Do Not** go to Australia.
12. **Do Not** Import goods from Australia.
13. Avoid opening your mouth.
14. Use parental controls to block Discovery channel and Natgeo.
15. Inform others LOUDLY that you are spider intolerant.
16. Always check if you feel something that could be a spider.
17. **DO NOT** sit alone and think about spiders.

18. **DO NOT** sit alone and think about spiders.

19. Vigorously spray all surfaces of a toilet with an appropriate arrachnicide before using.

20. Purchase spider-proof clothing.

21. Never touch anything you’ve seen a spider touch.

22. Present all houseplants in sealed containers.

23. Make a spider free Cleanroom in your garage and sleep in it.

24. Purchase a Flamethrower; Practice!

25. Learn to identify spiders and harmless look-alikes. BURN THEM ALL!

26. Periodically burn and then rebuild your home.

27. Move to an active Volcano.


29. Write to your Congress person asking them to do more about the arachnid menace.

30. Eat Spiderman. To know your enemy you must BECOME THE ENEMY!